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The existence of profanity in North Carolina, as in other states, can be attributed to the English-speaking settlers who
established themselves in the New World. Their newly attained political independence from the mother country greatly
affected both their linguistic freedom and their observance of the constricting correctness of British models for language.

Profane language can be divided into seven categories: names of deities, angels, and devils; names connected with the
sacred matters of religion; names of saints, holy persons, or biblical characters; names of sacred places; words relating to
the future life; vulgar words, or words and phrases unusual or forbidden by polite usage; and expletives, including words
or phrases having unusual force for various reasons. Although some of these categories are related to the need to vent
emotionally through vocalization, most involve religion.

The federal government provides guidelines regarding the use of profanity. The primary responsibility of the Federal
Communications Commission [2](FCC) is to authorize and regulate interstate communications services, including the
Internet. The FCC's 1996 Communications Decency Act [3], which criminalized profanity by equating it to harassment,
affected all computers in homes, libraries, and schools connected to the Internet. In 1997 the U.S. Supreme Court
[4]declared the act unconstitutional, observing that the Internet was a unique medium entitled to the highest protection of
free speech under the First Amendment [5]to the U.S. Constitution [6].

In 2001 the North Carolina State Senate [7], amending a law governing embalmers and funeral directors, passed a bill
regulating the for-profit transportation of bodies. This bill prohibits the use of "profanity, indecent, or obscene language in
the presence of a dead human body." The Clean Language clause was already law in funeral homes and was extended to
the transportation of bodies out of respect for the dead and their loved ones.
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